The Utopian promise of digital technology is one of hygiene: reproduction without the mess.
To test this scenario, I have taken Utopian texts-The First Amendment, the rhetoric of the heroic modernists -and fed them into the most promising digital systems. Le Corbusier's poetic words, for instance, were sent to automatic translation services on the Web, where they were translated into all three Swiss languages, and at last into English. The First Amendment was read into voice recognition software; the output on the screen was then read into the system again, etc., until the text was removed by multiple generations from the founders' intent.
The resulting passages, highly affecting, were painted on expensive paper and large sheets of mylar, where they served to annotate Utopian iconography: biomorphic hearing aids (beautiful, promising, imprecise) and Le Corbusier's Modulor (the body with the cruel promise of mathematical perfection).
These hearing aids in particular are exquisite. The Rubenesque Rexton RX34, the handsome, nut-shaped Phonak Inca, the pendulous Bernophon Opus One. It is not entirely coincidental that the company in Belgium that produces both voice recognition and automatic translation software occupies an industrial park in the shape of an ear.
Utopia is around the corner, and Ledoux is no doubt smiling.
The promise of digital technology is nothing less than The Truth itself. That was the lure of the Internet:
"Information wants to be free." What kind of information? Why, true information. The problem, of course, is that misinformation also wants to be free. This has become axiomatic: every technology designed to extricate us from the mess, however well intentioned, gives rise to an even greater and more intractable mess. Utopia recedes, and confusion flows to fill the vacuum.
Which leads me to my final note of explanation.
(Like all good art, this project requires a users manual).
Why paint? Surely I could have found a more appropriate medium in which to address profound millennial con- 1. In Greek choiul and lyric poctn.'. and iiniialions of this: A scnes of lines fomung a system, the mctncal stmcturc of which is repealed in a lollowing system called the antistrophe. Also, in wider sense, one of two or more mctncally corresponding scnes of lines fanning divisions of a lync poem Hence occas (after Fr) used with reference to modem poetry as equivalent to stanxa Ongmally the word cnpo^ti, ruming', was applied lo the movement of the chorus from nght to left. and 6vt)<npo^}. 'counler-tum'. to its returning movement from left to right; hence these terms became the designations of the portions of the choric ode sung during these movements respectively. 
